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patients with disease of the coronary arteries-we shall need
to ask how one can select those patients who suffer coronary
spasm without resorting to coronary angiography in all cases.
A recent study from San Francisco10 has looked at this prob-
lem. Patients with variant angina with normal coronary
arteriograms were distinguished from those with obstructive
coronary lesions by several clinical criteria. A long history of
nonexertional angina tended to be found in those with normal
coronary vasculature, whereas recent onset unstable angina
which was preceded by effort angina and infarction typified
patients with obstructive vascular disease. The electrocardio-
gram provided a further clue. Ventricular tachycardia or
fibrillation was more common in patients with severe coronary
vascular disease, whereas bradycardia tended to occur more
frequently in the other group. The prognosis of patients with
normal coronary arteries was better than that of those with
diseased vessels, though there were enough exceptions to make
therapeutic efforts in both groups worth while.
As in many other diseases, then, it appears that research

into coronary artery disease is showing a variety of subtypes
which the discerning doctor may be able to diagnose clinically
-and for which specific treatment may emerge with obvious
benefit to the patient. How practicable this will eventually be
is still an open question.
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Kinked carotid arteries
As the years pass by our arteries elongate and dilate,' probably
from the combination of mild tissue fatigue and an
accumulative failure of tissue replacement and repair. Extreme
dilatation and tortuosity is known as arteriomegaly2 and may
be associated with multiple fusiform aneurysms. While our
arteries are slowly dilating they are also being affected by the
changes collectively called arteriosclerosis. The combination
of these two processes may produce a thin, smooth, dilated
artery; an irregular, thick, narrow artery; or a dilated artery
with atheromatous plaques and stenoses.
When there is generalised arteriomegaly blood volume is

increased and circulation time prolonged, but tissue blood
flow is not reduced.3 It has been suggested that patients with
arteriomegaly and palpable peripheral pulses who have
symptoms such as intermittent claudication are developing
small thrombi on the walls of their tortuous dilated arteries,
which are shooting off into the small peripheral blood
vessels. This hypothesis has never been proved but is supported
by the claims of Vollmar et al,4 who suggest that dilated kinked
carotid arteries are an important cause of cerebral and retinal
emboli. From a study of 173 carotid artery reconstructions,
performed for transient ischaemic attacks, they claim that the
emboli came from tortuous or kinked arteries in 66 cases. They

do not, however, indicate how many of the emboli arose as a
result of the tortuosity alone or from disease in the vessel wall.
That the latter is probably the cause ofmost emboli is suggested
by their finding of athersclerotic stenoses in 23 of the 66 cases.

In clinical pracice any patient who has repeated attacks of
cerebral ischaemia should be fully investigated and every
abnormality of the carotid artery viewed with suspicion. In
the absence of any other source of emboli the abnormal
carotid artery should be explored. The essential part of the
operation is the inspection of the internal surface of the vessel
and the removal, by endarterectomy, of any abnormality such
as a stenosis, ulcer, or plaque. Ifthe artery is tortuous it should
be shortened and straightened. In a few patients the inside of
the artery is smooth and healthy and the surgeon is forced to
conclude that the tortuosity and kinking caused the develop-
ment of mural thrombi, but in most cases there will be
sufficient intimal disease to explain the development of platelet
thrombi. The artery should never be transected, shortened,
and resutured without inspecting its intima.
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Serratia marcescens
infections in general hospitals
Serratia marcescens has been almost part of the folklore of
bacteriology. The miracle of the water-into-wine has been
attributed to it by nonbelievers. It was even used in an early
and entirely innocent attack on the House of Lords by
bacteriologists investigating the ventilation system, though
today some might wish to blow other species into the upper
chamber. An environmental organism forming striking brick
red colonies, it was beloved of examiners but of virtually no
importance to clinical bacteriologists-in fact, it was the
classical "nonpathogen." In the context of modem medicine
this group of nonpathogens can no longer be held to exist.
A mildly frivolous view of the organism is certainly no

longer adequate to define its place in clinical bacteriology
today. Recently either the organism, bacteriologists' attitudes,
or most likely the patient population at risk has changed. When
S marcescens is isolated from clinical specimens it masquerades
at first as just another coliform. In primary cultures of such
material incubated in the dark at 37°C the organism is usually
nonpigmented. One of the first to draw attention to this
important fact was Milner,' when describing how this en-
vironmental organism could cause urinary infection in para-
plegic patients. The episodes he described were probably
cross-infection in a group of patients at high risk rather than
autoinfection, and this is the part Serratia is now seen to play.
The organism may survive in the environment, and it usually

attacks compromised hosts: patients with defective immune
responses or some underlying severe disability to predispose
them to infection or provide an artificial portal of entry.
Neonates, the immunosuppressed, patients with carcino-
matosis, leukaemia, or a reticulosis, and those with chronic
neurological and urological disorders are at risk, as has been
recorded in recent surveys.2-5
Does failure to recognise the organism for what it is really
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matter, provided treatment is adequate ? Here is the crux of
the clinical problem. These infections occur in patients in
whom any iDfection may be difficult to control. In addition,
the organism is relatively resistant to many of the more com-
mon and less toxic antibiotics. Not surprisiigly, therefore, one
recent survey6 analysed it together with Pseudomonas
aeruginosa: the patient in whom it occurs, the problems of
interpreting its presence, and its management all show many
parallels with this other difficult coloured customer, though its
spectrum of antibiotic resistance is not quite as extensive.

Strains are at present predictably sensitive to gentamicin.
Nevertheless, R (resistance) factors mediating for gentamicin
resistance are circulating between strains of Serratia in
France.7 Interestingly, these transfer optimally at a tempera-
ture lower than 37°C, a throw-back to the environmental
origins of the organism.8 The Birmingham group report
sensitivity to cotrimoxazole,2 but Serratia is frequently
solidly resistant to sulphonamides: a satisfactory outcome
would depend to some extent on in vivo synergy, and this in a
group of patients many of whom would have underlying
complicating factors.

Unless clinicians and pathologists are careful to contain this
organism whenever it occurs their problems are likely to
increase, especially if even more resistant strains emerge-
which seems only too likely. This is another reason for clinical
laboratories to employ systems which accurately characterise
all Gram-negative rods isolated both from patients and from
environmental specimens.
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Reducing doctors' errors
The human mind behaves like an information system oflimited
channel capacity.1 2 Or, to put it more bluntly, we become
easily overloaded with information. As we acquire more and
more data we get into a state where we make mistakes, overlook
the obvious, and "can't see the wood for the trees." Of course,
doctors are no different: they become overloaded with
information almost as easily as the rest of the population. This
has been suspected for some time and was confirmed in the
pattern-matching studies of the Leeds group about five years
ago.3
What is new, and important, is that we are beginning to

realise how much doctors' performance (in both diagnosis and
management) is damaged by the constant flow of large
quantities of (often irrelevant) information in a short space of
time. When keeping watch for random and infrequent events
under experimental conditions,4 man predictably overlooks
some "target" events (occurrences that should alert him to
possible future trouble). The doctor who is, so to speak, "on
watch" for pathological events and problems is no exception.
Doctors may overlook radiological and bacteriological evidence
of active tuberculosis,5 6 fail to react to adverse drug effects,7
and miss a host of other laboratory "clues" to diagnosis,8

while in some circumstances clinical diagnostic accuracy seems
to be inversely related to the amount of information elicited.9
As with aircraft pilot error, many medical errors are probably

due to a doctor's intrinsic limits rather than to flaws in his fund
of knowledge. The doctor who cannot remember an occasion
when-in response to tiredness or pressure of work-he
committed some error for which he afterwards kicked himself
is either a genius, a liar, or an idler. How many times has one
been grateful for a quiet reminder in a period of intense stress
that "You've left the patient in cubicle 5 for rather a long time,
doctor," or "You usually order a haemoglobin for Mrs Y. Do
you want one this time ?"

Such a state of affairs, however, depends on someone being
there to do the reminding. All too often nowadays there is no
one-or, more usually, the person doing the reminding is
worked into the ground as well. This being so, can we provide
some kind of automatic reminder system similar to those used
in, for example, aviation, by which the doctor may be warned
and potentially harmful events may be anticipated ? McDonald4
has developed such a system in Indianapolis dealing mainly
with the effects of drugs. For example, when a doctor in the
Indianapolis trial prescribed digoxin the computer in the
system looked at such factors as the blood urea concentration
and could recommend consideration of a lower dose in view
of this. We might say that the doctor should have done that
anyway. Indeed, he should; and most of us would, most of the
time. Nevertheless, in 390 patients McDonald found that
doctors made significantly fewer "errors" of this kind when
provided with a system of simple reminders.

Is this the medicine of the future, with a computer-aided
system sitting on the physician's shoulder like a cross between
a guardian angel and Jiminy Cricket ? Well it may be, and if it
provides a safer, better service for the patient perhaps it should
be (as soon as we can afford it). As with all automated systems,
however, we ought to look at the alternatives before ordering
several for each hospital. For information theory does not state
that doctors need a computer to remind them: it merely states
that to reduce such simple errors we must spend more time
processing the relevant data.
The three key words in this dictum are "more,"

"processing," and "relevant." "More" time is important, but
may be impracticable. The simplest answer to the problem
would be to halve the patient load for each clinic, so that the
doctor could spend twice as long with each patient. Un-
fortunately, however, this seems even less likely to happen in
the United Kingdom than the widespread introduction of
computers, and we must all face the fact that doctors in the
21st century are likely to be busy, harassed creatures. "Pro-
cessing" is a key word, for a doctor spends much of his time
gathering information rather than analysing it. We could
probably do a lot by providing him with some help in data
gathering. In one study'0 patients presenting to hospital with
dyspepsia underwent a structured interview before they saw
the clinician which was conducted by a non-medically-qualified
physician's assistant. This was shown to be feasible, acceptable
to the patient, and beneficial to the clinician. Other clinics
have since used this system successfully."

Finally, the word "relevant" is important. Most of us were
taught as medical students to take a full case history and recite
this (often quite irrelevant) information on the chief's grand
round. Far too little time was spent distinguishing between
relevant information and that which was merely interesting.
The great clinical teachers knew this instinctively; but sadly
much of their expertise has died with them. Many of today's
junior doctors have been trained as "fact gatherers." Small
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